Element distinctness and Collision detection
A collision is a pair of distinct elements x, y such that ´Üµ ´Ýµ where Ý. Given such a function, deciding if a collision occurs in is equivalent to deciding whether maps all Ü to distinct elements. This is known as element distinctness problem. In classical scenario, there is a randomized algorithm which requires ¢´ÔAEµ evaluations of the function to find out the collision -which is both necessary and sufficient. Element distinctness i.e. merely finding out if there exists a collision at all or not, on the other hand has a classical complexity related to that of sorting. Even for bounded-error algorithms, element distinctness requires ª´AE ÐÓ AEµ comparisons. If the function is known to be either a 1-to-1 or a 2-to-1 function, then a quantum algorithm has been given by [3] running in Ç´AE ½ ¿ µ evaluations of which is a distinct improvement over the classical randomized algorithm taking Ç´ÔAEµ evaluations. The best randomized classical algorithm for finding collision needs ¢´AEµ evaluations.
We first show a lower bound of ª´ÔAEµ of the collision and element distinctness problem and then try to device an algorithm for finding lower bound. The best known algorithm so far uses Ç´AE ¿ ÐÓ AEµ queries [4] . Our algorithm for finding lower bound also uses the same number of queries in the average case, but using a different technique.
Lower bounds in Quantum model It seems that using the inherent parallelism in Quantum models, one may be able to speedup element-distinctness and collision finding problems. However, as we show the element-distinctness problem has a lower bound of ª´ÔAEµ. For these we use the lower bound technique by Ambainis [1] 
Lower bound
We first tried to find the lower bound of collision finding problem. Here we consider arbitrary function , for which we want to find a collision i.e. we want no restriction on the function . We reduce the search problem to collision detection problem and show a lower bound of ª´×ÕÖØAEµ queries.
We will try to reduce the single solution search problem to the element distinctness problem. Let there be AE states Ë ½ Ë ¾ ¡ ¡ ¡ Ë AE and a function Ë ½ ¡ ¡ ¡ Ë AE ¼ ½ which takes unit time to evaluate. Let there be atmost one state, say Ë , that satisfies the condition ´Ë µ ½, whereas for all other states Ë , ´Ë µ ¼. The search problem idetifies the state Ë , given it exists. [5] has proved that the lower bound of ª´ÔAEµ is the best for this problem. On the other hand the Quantum counting algorithm [8] tries to find the number of solutions to the search problem using an optimal number of ¢´ÔAEµ calls to the function .
Lets define a function
Then it is clearly seen that finding the solution of reduces to finding the collision of , given they exist; showing that finding collision in an arbitrary function with only one colliding pair, cannot be done in less than ª´ÔAEµ function calls.
Also finding the number of solutions to , given that there exists a unique Ë , reduces to the problem of element distinctness among ´ µ ¾ ½ ¡ ¡ ¡ AE -showing that element distinctness also has a lower bound of ª´ÔAEµ.
Upper bounds
We tried to find possible upper bounds for the collision finding problem for arbitrary . Classically, finding collision is as hard as sorting, requiring Ç´AE ÐÓ AEµ evaluations of . Our first approach using exhaustive search gives a zero-error collision finding algorithm using ¢´AEµ queries of . Our next approach uses a probabilistic approach and gives ª´AE ¿ ÐÓ AEµ average case algorithm.
First approach Start with a two-qubit state ¼ ¼ and then apply a Walsh-Hadamard [6] transformation to get a uniform superposition of Ü Ý . Then applying a unitary transformation on both the qubits would yield states like ´Üµ ´Ýµ . If the permutation has no collision, then we get the same amplitude for all possible AE ¾ states; if the function has a collision at Ü Ýµ then the amplitude of will be higher than the average, where ´Üµ ´Ýµ . So to distinguish between these two states we can Inversion about average technique [9] to increase the probability of -the algorithm has to be carried out about ¢´ÔAE ¾ µ ¢´AEµ times.
Second approach Let be a set of integers and be a function which takes values from . It is assumed that computation of takes unit time. We want to find if contains any collision with as small number of queries as possible.
1. Initialize set Ë to .
2. Randomly choose an element from S.
3. Search for Ý ¾ Ë so that ´ µ ´Ýµ (i.e. try to find a collision with ).
4. If unsuccessful, continue.
5. Mark all elements Ô ¾ Ë so that ´ µ ´Ôµ by 0, and all elements Õ ¾ Ë so that ´ µ ´Õµ by 1. 6. Randomly choose one partition marked by either ¼ or ½.
7. Set Ë to that partition.
Goto step 2.
Randomly choosing an element and marking can be done by keeping one extra qubit which stores the mark. Then to randomly select an element a set, we just do a Grover's search (G) on that set. G will return one element randomly in one iteration. Marking in step 5 can be done quantum parallely as we are using an extra qubit where we store the mark -it takes one access to the oracle . Randomly choosing the set marked by ¼ or ½ can be done by using G again -the search algorithm when invoked on the set Ë whose elements are marked by ¼ or ½, it returns one element from Ë with uniform probability. Use the mark of the returned element to further continue the algorithm. The search for collision in step 3 has to invoke G only on elements in that have same mark as , essentially asking G to search within Ë.
Analysis So at each iteration of the algorithm, the partitions are further partitioned based on some random element of that partition. Let Ë´Òµ be the number of iterations required for a segment of size Ò. Now consider a partition; it can be partitioned into 1 part with probability
and into 2 parts with probablity
. So we can write the recurrence as
So the iteration runs for an average of Ë´Òµ ÐÓ ´ÔÒµ steps.
Step 3 in each iteration takes Ô AE steps. Now this algorithm finds a collision, if it exists, only if the partition it chooses at each step contains the one of the collision pairs (as the partitions are based on the function values, so both the elements of the collision pair are always in the same partition). Let AE Ö be the number of segments at iteration Ö, then at that iteration probability of choosing the right partition is 
Maximum finding problem
The problem of finding maximum is as follows: given a set of AE integers, all between ½ and ¾Å (¾Å is taken for simplicity), the function , computing maximum returns the maximum integer in the set. For further simplicity, we assume that, AE ¾Å and the set contains unique maximum integer. We will use the quantum adversory method by [1] .
takes the set of integers as inputs. Define : set of inputs to which have ¾Å as their maximum.
: set of inputs to which have Å as their maximum. 
parallely run computation on several states, finding maximum is not possible in constant time.
A similar analysis can be done for finding minimum in the set, showing that finding minimum also takes ª´ÔAEµ queries. This also shows that the minimum finding algorithm by Durr [7] taking ¾¾ Ô AE · ½ ´ÐÓ Òµ ¾ queries is within a constant factor of the optimal algorithm.
Hamiltonian cycle
One of the NP-complete problems is the Hamiltonian Cycle problem. A Hamiltonian cycle of a graphg is a simple cycle which visits every vertex of the graph. The Hamiltonian cycle problem is to determine whether a given graph contains a Hamiltonian cycle or not. It is widely believed that it belongs to the class of those problems which are intractable on a classical computer. The classical solution to the problem requires exponential time; it has been shown before that Quantum ideas can only offer a quadratic speed-up of these problems.
Lower bound
Here to try to find the lower bound on Hamiltonian cycle problem and show that the best a quantum algorithm can obtain for NP-Complete problems is a quadratic speed-up. We will consider undirected graphs with Ò vertices which has atmost one edge between any two vertices. The graph is represented as a list of Ò ¾ bits ½ ¡ ¡ ¡ and ½ ´Ú Ú µ.
Let be a function which takes a graph in this representation as input and outputs the Hamiltonian cycle in it, if any, else an empty graph. We will use the lower bound technique given by Ambianis [1] .
We say, for vertices any algorithm computing would take ª Ô Ò queries. However, the function is expected to return a path if it exists. Now there are Ò vertices, so there can be Ò paths of length Ò (a hamiltonian cycle has Ò paths). So in each call to the function, it returns one of these Ò possible paths; so searching among these paths is an additional cost per invokation of function . So the lower bound becomes ª´ÔÒ Ò µ ª´Ô¾ Ò ÐÓ Ò µ which shows that a maximum of quadratic speed-up is only possible.
Quadratic Speedup for Hamiltonian Cycle Problem
Here we try to find an algorithm to find a Hamiltonian cycle. We show that there is a quantum circuit possible which can find the cycle, if any, with only a quadratic speed-up over the exponential case. We use the quantum counting algorithm which we describe below.
Quantum Counting
The quantum counting problem is to determine the number of solutions, Å to an AE item search problem. Classically this would require ¢´AEµ accesses to an oracle that for the search function.
Quantum counting is an application of the phase estimation procedure to estimate the eigenvalues of the Grover iteration , which enables us to estimate the number of solutions to the search problem. If be the angle of rotation determined by the Grover iteration in the space spanned by « and ¬ then the phase estimation circuit given in the figure estimates to m bits of accuracy with a probability of success ½ ¯. In the circuit the first register contains Ø Ñ · ÐÓ ´¾ · ½ ¾¯µ qubits, as per the phase estimation algorithm, and the second register contains Ò · ½ qubits, enough to implement the Grover iteration on the augumented search space of ¾AE. 
Speeding up of the Hamiltonian Cycle Problem
A Hamiltonian cycle of a graph is a simple cycle which visits every vertex of the graph. The Hamiltonian Cycle problem is to determine whether a given graph has a Hamiltonian cycle or not. The classical algorithms would require ¢´Ô´Òµ¾ Ò ÐÓ Ò µ operations to determine whether a Hamiltonian cycle exists, where Ô´Òµ is overhead predominantly due to the implementation of the oracle, that is, the gates checking whether a candidate path is a Hamiltonian or not. Using Grover search we can design the following solution for this problem:
1. In the design of the quantum counting algorithm, set Ñ ÐÓ Ò . Encode each vertex using Ñ qubits. Thus each
Hamiltonian path can be represented by the sequence of vertices visited by the cycle, and thus the search space will require ÑÒ qubits.
2. Set up the oracle for the Grover search to apply the following transformation:
3. This can be easily done using the description of the graph. A polynomial size classical circuit for recognizing Hamiltonian cycles in the graph is converted to a reversible circuit which will also be of polynomial size and will compute the transformation´Ú 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have in looked into some theoritical problems and tried to see how quantum algorithms performs in those cases. We have shown that collision-finding as well as element-distinctness problem cannot be done better than ª´ÔAEµ.
Our algorithm for collision detection takes Ç´AE ¿ ÐÓ Òµ queries, and so there remains the gap between the upper and lower bound which needs to be closed. The maximum finding problem uses ª´ÔAEµ steps -which may be used to find some th largest (or smallest using the minimum finding algorithm) element in a set which is in general harder in classical case. This will further help to do sorting to be done in less than Ç´Ò ÐÓ Òµ steps (classical case). However, finding the th largest element for arbitrary seems to be difficult. A possible approach we tried to find the median was to use two threshold levels in a modified form of [7] and then try to reduce the gap between threshold. Though our approach was not able to find the median in a reasonable amount of time, we expect some algorithm in these lines may help. In our analysis of the algorithm for collision finding we have shown a loose bound for Ë´Òµ which can be made more strict. Also, we have assumed that the algorithm runs till it is reduced to segment size 1, whereas actually, the collision pair will be randomly distributed among the Ò elements; so doing the probabilistic analysis taking into account of the fact that the collision may be found even before the algorithm ends, may improve the average case complexity.
Another way to improve upon the collision finding problem may be to partition in more than 2 steps in each iteration. In that case, the algorithm will end running faster than ÐÓ Ô Ò, which will decrease the running time. Also, then in each step we will be searching for collisions with more number of elements which will increase the probability of finding a collision in fewer steps.
